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Brooke Henson was born and
raised in southern Louisiana and
earned a degree in illustration
from Savannah College of Art and
Design. After a decade of being
away from her hometown of 
New Orleans, Louisiana, Brooke
has recently settled there with her
husband Brandon and their two
daughters. 
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The general information in this children’s book is not intended to diagnose any medical condition or medical
situation or to replace your healthcare professional’s advice. 

Consult with your healthcare professional, preferably at a hemophilia treatment center, about any questions relating
to treatment, choice of product, or symptoms of hemophilia and bleeding.
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including photocopy, recording, or any information storage and retrieval system, without written permission from
the publisher.
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Play Owie



Tourniquet Needle in Package IV Set with Needle SyringeBandage



Wash hands Factor



School Swim



Fruits                           and Vegetables



Explore My world



Visit my doctor See you next time!



Me after factor

This book is supported by Bayer HealthCare.
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